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Better control of spatial and spectral behavior as well as 

reflectance levels
 Can be placed where it is convenient

 Avoid certain atmospheric conditions

 Provide specific spectral qualities

 Controllable radiance levels

 Light sources have been used
 Painted asphalt/concrete

 Mirrors

 Tarpaulins

 Fabrics

Advantages of man-made ”sites”



Difficult to achieve sizes needed for sensors with spatial 

resolution >50 m
 25-m fabric tarpaulins can require >4 people to deploy

 Large-sized for storage

 Difficult to deploy at sites that would have favorable 

atmospheric conditions

 Many of the materials used have very strong BRDF effects
 Fabrics rely on metalic fibers to achieve spectral quality at 

the expense of introducing strong specular features

 Folds can produce interesting features

 Cut grass fields

 Some sites are used for other purposes

 Airports

 Parking lots

 Golf courses and parks

Disadvantages to man-made



There exist

commercially-

available tarpaulins

that have flat spectral

reflectance

 Size is an issue for 
reflectance-based 

calibration

 Large-sized tarps 

difficult to deploy

 Can be placed 

anywhere that is 

appropriate

 Also can allow for 
multiple reflectance 

levels

Tarpaulins as sites



Tarps from the previous viewgraph

Tarpaulin, mirror, fabric, and grass sites



Asphalt areas are similar in concept to the tarpaulins

Asphalt and concrete



Natural sites used in US have high reflectance,

good uniformity, dry and clear skies, and high altitude
 Only way to achieve large size, bright surface, at reasonable 

cost

 Difficult to justify modifying large areas of the earth to obtain 

better calibration of environmental sensors

Example test sites



Natural sites



Sites will be where nature puts them

 Stuck with the 

atmosphere over the 

site

 Location may not be 

readily accessible
 Size and shape will not 

be optimal

 Spatial non-uniformity 

can be an issue

 Surface microphysical 

properties can make it 

hard to characterize

Disadvantages to natural sites


